Performance Driven. Performance Proven.

Have You Checked Your
ATV Belt Lately?
Ultimax®ATV HQ belts by Timken are high quality replacement drive belts for
ATVs, UTVs and Side-by-Sides. Specially formulated compounds and aramid
cord create a durable and dependable belt. The Ultimax ATV HQ belt line is
comprised of 28 part numbers that cover the most popular machines. Each
Ultimax ATV HQ belt has been engineered for use on specific applications to
provide proper fit and reliability.

The Belt Experts
Timken is a major supplier of drive belts to original equipment (OE)
manufacturers. No other aftermarket belt company has this OE expertise.
For more than 100 years, Timken has focused on value creation for diverse
industries and market segments.

Features and Benefits:
■■

Each belt is designed for a specific application

■■

Durable and dependable OE replacement belt

■■

One year warranty*

■■

Made in the U.S.A.

Materials and Manufacturing:
■■

Fiber-loaded rubber is designed to grip the clutches
throughout the entire life of the belt

■■

Each belt contains rubber compounds designed specifically
for the application

■■

Every belt contains strong and stable aramid cord

■■

Ultimax belts are built using modern methods to reduce
variability and help eliminate “classic” failure modes

www.ultimaxbelts.com
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■■

■■

■■

Every Ultimax belt is manufactured using
new processes that reduce dimensional
variation so every belt performs
consistently

Ultimax ATV or Ultimax ATV HQ
drive belt?
■■

Dimensions match OE in cord length,
meaning your belt will fit properly and
your ATV, UTV or SxS will shift like new
For optimum performance, please select
the right belt for your machine using
the handy “Belt Finder” tool at www.
ultimaxbelts.com/belt-finder

Ultimax ATV HQ is an OE replacement line
●●

Part numbers start with UHQ

●●

Competitively priced

●●

One year warranty*

●●

■■

Use only on applications recommended
in the Ultimax application interchange

Ultimax Belts
■■

Proudly made in the USA, the Ultimax
family includes Ultimax MAX, Ultimax
PRO and Ultimax XS snowmobile drive
belts; Ultimax ATV and Ultimax ATV HQ
drive belts for ATVs, UTVs and SxSs;
and Ultimax MD (Multi-Duty) belts. For
more information, please visit www.
UltimaxBelts.com

Ultimax ATV is designed for the enthusiast
●●

Part numbers start with UA

●●

Premium performance belt

●●

Two year warranty*

Installation Tips
Check out our videos to see how
to install your new Ultimax belt on
some of the most popular machines!

* Full warranty details can be
found on the back of the cardboard
packaging provided with the belt.

The Timken team applies their know-how to improve the reliability and performance of machinery in diverse
markets worldwide. The company designs, makes and markets high-performance mechanical components,
including bearings, gears, chain, belts and related mechanical power transmission products and services.
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Dimensions:

